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ABSTRACT
We present a phenomenological model of imbalanced MHD turbulence in an incompressible magnetofluid. The
steady state cascades, of waves traveling in opposite directions along the mean magnetic field, carry unequal energy
fluxes to small length scales, where they decay as a result of viscous and resistive dissipation. The inertial range scalings
are well understoodwhen both cascades are weak.We study the case in which both cascades are, in a sense, strong. The
inertial range of this imbalanced cascade has the following properties: (1) The ratio of the rms Elsa¨sser amplitudes is
independent of scale and is equal to the ratio of the corresponding energy fluxes. (2) In common with the balanced
strong cascade, the energy spectra of both Elsa¨sser waves are of the anisotropic Kolmogorov form, with their parallel
correlation lengths equal to each other on all scales, and proportional to the two-thirds power of the transverse
correlation length. (3) The equality of cascade time and wave period (critical balance) that characterizes the strong
balanced cascade does not apply to the Elsa¨sser field with the larger amplitude. Instead, the more general criterion
that always applies to both Elsa¨sser fields is that the cascade time is equal to the correlation time of the straining
imposed by oppositely directedwaves. (4) In the limit of equal energy fluxes, the turbulence corresponds to the balanced
strong cascade. Our results are particularly relevant for turbulence in the solar wind. Spacecraft measurements have
established that in the inertial range of solar wind turbulence, waves traveling away from the Sun have higher
amplitudes than those traveling toward it. Result 1 allows us to infer the turbulent flux ratios from the amplitude
ratios, thus providing insight into the origin of the turbulence.
Subject headinggs: MHD — turbulence
1. INTRODUCTION
Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence is present in many
astronomical settings, such as the solar wind, the interstellar me-
dium, molecular clouds, accretion disks, and clusters of galaxies
(Biskamp 2003; Kulsrud 2005; Schekochihin &Cowley 2007).
Its theory has attracted a sizable literature (Iroshnikov 1963;
Kraichnan 1965; Shebalin et al. 1983; Goldreich & Sridhar 1995,
1997; Ng & Bhattacharjee 1996; Cho & Vishniac 2000; Biskamp
&Mu¨ller 2000;Maron&Goldreich 2001; Cho et al. 2002; Galtier
et al. 2000, 2002; Mu¨ller et al. 2003; Galtier et al. 2005; Boldyrev
2005; Mu¨ller & Grappin 2005; Beresnyak & Lazarian 2006). The
simplest of cases concerns the small-scale dynamics of the ex-
citations of an incompressible fluid with a mean magnetic field.
The turbulent cascade of energy to small scales is the result of
nonlinear interactions betweenAlfve´nwaves traveling in opposite
directions along the local, mean magnetic field (Iroshnikov 1963;
Kraichnan 1965). Whereas this broad picture of Iroshnikov and
Kraichnan still endures, our appreciation of MHD turbulence has
undergone significant revisions due, mainly, to the recognition of
the importance of anisotropy and the consequent strengthening of
nonlinear interactions. The inertial range, which includes length
scales between the stirring and dissipation scales, is best under-
stood for those cases in which the oppositely directed waves are
excited with equal power; these balanced cascades can be weak
(Ng & Bhattacharjee 1996; Goldreich & Sridhar 1997), as well
as strong (Goldreich & Sridhar 1995). Imbalanced cascades are
understood only for the case in which the turbulence is weak
(Galtier et al. 2000; Lithwick & Goldreich 2003). In this paper,
we consider the general case of imbalanced cascades.
The solar wind is the best laboratory that we have to investigate
MHD turbulence. In situ measurements by spacecraft have yielded
spectra for velocity and magnetic field fluctuations over many
decades of length scale (e.g., Horbury 1999). On the largest scales
the spectrum is flat, presumably reflecting the spectrum with
which fluctuations are injected into the solar wind by shocks
or dynamical instabilities. On smaller scales, the spectrum is
Kolmogorov, and fluctuations are thought to be undergoing an
active turbulent cascade. On these scales, the amplitudes of the
two Elsa¨sser fields are not equal: waves traveling away from the
Sun have higher amplitudes than those traveling toward it.4
Because of this imbalance, the theory of MHD turbulence has
been inadequate for application to the solar wind. Our solution
for the strong imbalanced cascade removes this inadequacy.
In x 2,we summarize the properties ofMHDcascades that were
previously understood. Our solution for the strong imbalanced
cascade is given in x 3.
2. BALANCED CASCADES AND THE IMBALANCED
WEAK CASCADE
The system we consider is an incompressible magnetofluid of
mass density  and mean magnetic field B0zˆ. Let v(r, t) be the
fluid velocity and b(r, t) the magnetic field fluctuation. The MHD
equations determining their time evolution are expressed conve-
niently in terms of the Elsa¨sser fields,5 w = v  b/(4)1/2:
(@t  VA@z)w þ (w =: )w ¼ :( p=); ð1Þ
where VA = B0/(4)
1/2 is the Alfve´n speed and p is the total
pressure, determined by requiring: = w = 0. We have neglected
4 This imbalance is more pronounced closer to the Sun.
5 The superscripts on wþ and w refer to the direction of wave propagation.
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viscous and resistive dissipative terms, which are important on
small scales; we have also neglected forcing terms, which are
important on large scales. When either wþ or w is initially zero
everywhere, the nonlinear term vanishes for all time. Then, either
{w = w(x, y, z þ VAt), wþ = 0} or {wþ = wþ(x, y, z VAt),
w = 0} is a nonlinear solution of arbitrary form that prop-
agates in the zˆ or þzˆ direction with speed VA. Kraichnan rec-
ognized that the existence of these nonlinear solutions implies
that MHD turbulence can be described as interactions between
oppositely directed wave packets. Equation (1) conserves the
Elsa¨sser energies, E = 1
2
Ð
|w |2 d3x, and hence collisions be-
tween wave packets do not lead to exchanges between Eþ and
E, but only to a redistribution of the energies over different
length scales.
Interactions between oppositely directed wave packets are best
understood geometrically. The magnetic field perturbation within
a wave packet of wþ, say, bends the background magnetic field
lines (Fig. 1). When a thin ‘‘slice’’ of w passes through the up-
going wave packet, it approximately follows—i.e., is advected
by—the total (perturbed plus unperturbed) magnetic field lines
induced by thewþ. Therefore, oppositely directed wave packets
distort one another. When a wave packet suffers an order-unity
distortion, its energy can be considered to have cascaded to a
smaller length scale.
To be quantitative, consider an up-going wave packet that has
size k transverse to the mean field, size þk parallel to the mean
field, and a value forwþ that varies by order unity across the wave
packet, with typical amplitude wþk . Since the magnetic field
perturbation within the up-going wave packet is B0wþk /VA,
field lines on opposite sides of the wave packet are inclined by
a relative angle k  wþk /VA. Therefore, the field lines’ separations
through the wave packet change by þk k  þk wþk /VA (Fig. 1).
The down-going slice cascades to smaller scales when the sepa-
rations between the field lines it is following suffer order-unity
changes. Since we consider only a thin slice of wk , the back-
reaction on the wþk wave packet can be neglected. There are two
Fig. 1.—Collision between awave packet and a slice. Themostly vertical lines aremagnetic field lines. Before the collision, a localizedwave packet of wþk , with transverse
size k and parallel size þk , approaches a ‘‘slice’’ of w

k (i.e., a wave packet with transverse size k and negligible parallel size). During the collision, the slice of w

k nearly
follows the perturbed field lines within the up-going wave packet. Hence it is distorted after the collision.
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possibilities for the slice’s cascade time, depending on the am-
plitude of the wave packet’s dimensionless parameter
þk 
þk w
þ
k
kVA
: ð2Þ
If þk > 1, the slice will cascade after it has traveled a distance
k /k  kVA/wþk < þk through thewave packet. Since the relative
speed of slice and wave packet is 2VA, the slice’s cascade time is
k /wþk .
Conversely, if þk < 1, the slice will be weakly distorted after
crossing a single wave packet. It will only cascade after colliding
with more up-going wave packets. Assuming these all have similar
size (k,þk ) and amplitude (w
þ
k ), although with random orientation
of wþ, the cascade occurs in a random-walk fashion: since each
wave packet distorts the slice by a fractional amount þk , the slice
cascades after crossingN (þk )2 wave packets.Multiplying by
the time to cross a single wave packet, þk /VA, yields the slice’s
cascade time, (þk )
2þk /VA.
Summarizing the preceding two paragraphs, the down-going
slice cascades in a time
k 
k=wþk ; if 
þ
k > 1;
(k=wþk )(
þ
k )
1; if þk < 1:
(
ð3Þ
In a turbulent cascade, thew fields vary overmany length scales.
We may consider these fields to be a superposition of many wave
packets.On each transverse length scale k, wave packets have typ-
ical amplitudewk and a typical parallel size

k , where

k can be
scale dependent; it is typically much larger than k. These quanti-
ties can be defined more formally, with wk defined as the rms w

difference between two points separated by transverse scale k and
k the scale along the mean field such that, given k and w

k , the
rms w difference between two points separated by parallel dis-
tance k is also w

k (e.g., Lithwick & Goldreich 2001). However,
for the purpose of deriving the turbulent scalings, such rigor is not
required. In addition, when we refer to the direction of the mean
field, it should be borne in mind that on a given length scale,
fluctuations on all larger length scales contribute to the local
mean field; it is the direction of this local mean field that is rel-
evant (Cho & Vishniac 2000; Maron & Goldreich 2001).
Although it is more common to describe turbulence in Fourier
space, in this paper we choose to describe it in real space, in terms
of interactions between wave packets. Amore precise treatment
would likely require the computation of interactions between wave
modes in Fourier space. For the purpose of comparing the two
descriptions, k  k1? ,k  (kk )1, andwk  Ak?(kk )1/2|wˆk |,
where |wˆk | is the amplitude of the Fourier mode, A is a normal-
ization constant, and we use the standard notation k?, kk for the
wavenumbers perpendicular and parallel to themean field, though
here we distinguish the kk’s for the positive and negative waves
with superscripts.
The value of
k 
k w

k
kVA
ð4Þ
influences the inertial range scalings of physical quantities. Below
we provide a brief review of the cases that are understood to some
extent; this enables us to pose our question more sharply. In the
balanced cases, we set wþk = w

k = wk and 
þ
k = 

k = k, which
implies that þk = 

k = k = kwk/kVA.
1. Balanced weak turbulence, kT1.—The turbulent cascade
is due to resonant three-wave interactions (Ng & Bhattacharjee
1996;Goldreich & Sridhar 1997; Galtier et al. 2000; Lithwick &
Goldreich 2003). The rms amplitude across a transverse scale k
iswk / k1=2. Frequency resonance conditions prevent a parallel
cascade, so the parallel scale is independent of k; its value is set
by conditions at the stirring scale. Perturbation theory is valid
when kT 1 and can be used to derive kinetic equations de-
scribing the inertial range. However, the cascade strengthens on
small scales, because k / 1/k1=2 increases as k decreases; this
limits the validity of perturbation theory, and the inertial range
of weak turbulence.
2. Balanced strong turbulence, k  1.—Perturbation theory
is inapplicable. According to the phenomenological theory of
Goldreich & Sridhar (1995), the strength of the interactions re-
mains of order unity: k  1 (‘‘critical balance’’). The cascade is
of anisotropic Kolmogorov form, withwk / k1=3 andk / k2=3.
Turbulence that is excited with k > 1 weakens to k  1 in
less than the Alfve´n crossing time.
3. Imbalanced weak turbulence, kT1.—In common with
the balanced case, the process can be described in detail, using
the weak-turbulence theory of resonant three-wave interactions
(Galtier et al. 2000; Lithwick &Goldreich 2003). As before, the
product wþk w

k / k, and frequency resonance conditions forbid a
parallel cascade, so the two parallel scales k are scale inde-
pendent. However, in contrast to the balanced case, (a) kinetic
equations are required to relate the spectral indices of the op-
positely directed waves to the ratio of their fluxes, and (b) the
ratio of wþk to w

k in the inertial range depends upon the ratio
of k to the dissipation scale, kdiss, since the two amplitudes are
forced to equal one another at kdiss.
As discussed in Lithwick & Goldreich (2003), when the dis-
sipation scale is large enough (while still remaining smaller than
the stirring scale), imbalanced turbulence can be weak throughout
the inertial range. However, both þk and 

k increase with de-
creasing k, thereby limiting the inertial range. Therefore, in the
physically important limit of very small dissipation, it is inevitable
that at least one of the wþk or w

k cascades becomes strong.
3. THE IMBALANCED STRONG CASCADE
In the present section, the heart of this paper, we derive the
spectrum of imbalanced strong turbulence. We assume that wþk 3
wk . This assumption is made only for clarity of presentation.
Our discussion is more generally valid, for all wþk  wk . Our
derivation is based on the physical picture described above: nega-
tive waves (wk ) nearly follow field lines perturbed by positive
waves (wþk ), and vice versa. To calculate the spectra, we need the
cascade times of the down- and up-going waves, which can then be
substituted into the Kolmogorov scaling relations (eqs. [12]Y[13]).
Let þk  1. Otherwise, the turbulence would be weak. Con-
sider a packet of positive waves that crosses a packet of negative
waves, both having transverse scale k. The cascade time of wk
(eq. [3]) is
k  k=wþk : ð5Þ
We now calculate the parallel size of a negative wave packet.
Consider the w field in a plane with z þ VAt = const, that is, in
a plane that is transverse to the mean field, and that is comoving
with w, traveling downward at speed VA. After the plane
travels a distance equal to the cascade distance of wk (cascade
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distance VA

k ), the w

k within the plane will suffer distortions
of order unity. Therefore, two planes of wk that are separated by
a parallel distance greater than the cascade distance will evolve
independently and consequently must be uncorrelated. It fol-
lows that a wk wave packet has parallel size
k  VAk  (VA=wþk )k: ð6Þ
Since this relationmixesk andw
þ
k , it does not amount to critical
balance for either positive or negative waves.
The parallel size of wþk wave packets follows from a thought
experiment analogous to the one described above: Consider two
planes of wþ, separated by a distance D and moving upward at
speed VA. If D3k , the positive waves in the leading plane
will encounter negative waves that are completely different from
the negative waves encountered in the trailing plane. IfDTk ,
then the negativewaves that cascade the leadingwþk are almost the
same as those that cascade the trailingwþk . The criticalD is clearly
k . Therefore,
þk  k : ð7Þ
This can also be understood as follows: Consider a wave packet
of wþk with very large 
þ
k that interacts with a train of negative
wave packets, each with parallel sizek T 
þ
k . Then any two
regions within the up-going wave packet that are separated by a
parallel distance greater than k will be cascaded by statisti-
cally uncorrelated negative waves, in which case thewk imprint
their parallel scales on thewþk . Henceforth we denote the common
parallel scales by k. This discovery that the parallel scales are
similar in an imbalanced cascade is a nontrivial result. Equa-
tions (6) and (7) yield
þk ¼
wþk k
VAk
 1; ð8Þ
proving that the cascade of negative waves is critically balanced.
It remains to calculate the positive waves’ cascade time. All of
the following material up to equation (11), as well as the material
in the Appendix, is devoted to deriving the result: þk  k /wk .
This result is remarkable. It shows that the straining rate imposed
by the negative waves on positive ones, wk /k, is imposed coher-
ently over a time k /wk . Yet the wave period of negative waves is
much shorter than this, by the factor
k ¼
wk k
VAk
 w

k
wþk
T1: ð9Þ
Since k T 1, onemight be tempted to conclude, erroneously,
that positive waves undergo a weak cascade, that is, that nega-
tive waves impose on them small, short, uncorrelated strains
of amplitude k over time intervals k /VA, resulting in þk 
(k )
2k /VA  (k )1k /wk (as in eq. [3]). Instead, the correct
conclusion is that a coherent strain is imposed over a time inter-
val k /wk .
How can the coherence time exceed k /VA? The key point is
that the straining of the positive waves is due to the w field as
seen from the positive waves’ rest frame (which has x0 = x, y0 = y,
z0 = z  VAt, t 0 = t). In this frame, the MHD equations (eq. [1])
transform to
@t 0w
þ þ (w =:0)wþ ¼ :0( p=);
(@t 0  2VA@z 0 )w þ (wþ = :0)w ¼ :0( p=): ð10Þ
To appreciate that the correlation time of w in the primed frame
can exceed k /VA, consider the limiting case in which w
 is so
small that back-reaction onto the positive waves can be ne-
glected. Then wþ is independent of t0 and is a function only of
r0, so w satisfies a linear (integrodifferential) equation, whose
coefficients are independent of t 0. If negative waves are injected
on a length scale much larger than the scale of interest, with a
long coherence time T, then as they cascade down to smaller
scales their coherence time remains fixed, corr;k = T, where
corr;k is defined as the correlation time of the negative waves in
the frame of the positive waves. In the limiting case that w is
held fixed at the injection scale (T =1), then on smaller scales
w is independent of t 0 (corr;k =1), even though it is under-
going an active cascade to small scales.
To estimate corr;k when w
 is not infinitesimally small, it is
necessary to account for back-reaction: negative waves alter posi-
tive waves, which react back onto the negative ones. As negative
waves cross a plane at fixed z 0, the positive waves at that plane
are changing on their cascade timescale þk . Hence, over times
separated by þk , the negative waves crossing z
0 are cascaded by
entirely different positive waves. This implies that corr;k  þk .6
Because the positive waves are strained at the rate wk /k, it fol-
lows that
þk  k=wk : ð11Þ
Invoking Kolmogorov’s hypothesis of the scale (i.e., k) inde-
pendence of the energy fluxes,
  (w

k )
2
k
 (w

k )
2wþk
k
; ð12Þ
þ  (w
þ
k )
2
þk
 (w
þ
k )
2wk
k
; ð13Þ
we obtain the inertial range scalings,
wk 
( )2=3
()1=3
k1=3; ð14Þ
k  (
)1=3
(þ)2=3
VAk
2=3: ð15Þ
The positive-wave cascade shares some characteristics with
both weak and strong balanced MHD cascades. In the weak
cascades, the cascade time is longer than the wave period, and
a wave experiences multiple, randomly phased perturbations
during its cascade time. In the strong cascades, the cascade time
is comparable to (or shorter than) the wave period, and a wave
suffers a coherent strain as it cascades. Furthermore, weak tur-
bulence submits to perturbation theory but strong turbulence does
not. In the positive-wave cascade,
1. The period of a positive wave is shorter than its cascade time;
2. A positive wave is coherently strained as it cascades;7 and
3. The positive-wave cascade is nonperturbative.
We contend that the positive-wave cascade is strong because the
second and third items have dynamical significance whereas the
6 We are implicitly assuming that most of the change in wk is accumulated on
scales comparable to k. We justify this assumption quantitatively in the Appendix.
7 The correlation time of the strain induced by the negative waves, corr;k, is
comparable to the cascade time, þk , of the positive waves.
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first does not. The dimensionless parameter that indicates whether
the positive waves are strongly cascaded is
ˆk  wk corr;k=k; ð16Þ
and not k . Strong cascades correspond to ˆ

k  1 and weak
ones to ˆk < 1. For the negative-wave cascade ˆ
þ
k = 
þ
k  1,
since the correlation time of positive waves in the frame of the
negative ones is k /VA. We call the criterion ˆ

k  1 ‘‘modified
critical balance,’’ to distinguish it from critical balance (which
would incorrectly imply k  1).
It is interesting to note that equations (12)Y(13) are the same
as might have been guessed directly from the MHD equations
(eq. [1]) by simply replacing @tw
 ! wk /k and (w = : )w!
wk w

k /k and dropping the other two terms. In fact, equations (12)Y
(13) appear in Verma et al. (1996) and Verma (2004), although
those papers assume isotropy, whereas in our derivation anisot-
ropy plays a fundamental role. To test our theory with either nu-
merical simulations or solar wind observations, one need verify
not only equation (14), but the anisotropy relation (eq. [15]) as well.
An even more compelling test would be to check that ˆk 1
throughout the inertial range.
Politano & Pouquet (1998a, 1998b) derived general relations
for triple correlation functions in MHD turbulence.8 If one cava-
lierly pulls the individual factors of wþ and w out of their cor-
relations, then our equations (12)Y(13) are recovered. Politano &
Pouquet’s relations are intriguing, since it is not obvious how they
depend upon the elongation of wave packets about themean field,
which is an essential element of our theory.
4. SUMMARY
We have deduced the behavior of imbalanced strong MHD
turbulence. Its salient properties are as follows:
1. The positive and negativewaves carry unequal energy fluxes,
þ 6¼ , while they both undergo strong cascades.
2. In the inertial range, the rms Elsa¨sser amplitudes are pro-
portional to the one-third power of the transverse scale:wk / k1=3.
This is similar to the balanced strong cascade. Moreover, their
ratio, wþk /w

k  þ/, is independent of k.
3. The parallel scales of the positive and negative waves are
equal. The common parallel scale of eddies of transverse scale k is
k / k2=3, similar to the balanced strong cascade.
4. The cascade times of the (larger amplitude) positive waves
are longer than theirwave periods by the constant factor þ/  1,
independent of scale; unlike the imbalanced weak cascade, there is
no tendency for the cascade to strengthen at smallk.When þ = ,
the turbulence corresponds to the balanced strong cascade of
Goldreich & Sridhar (1995).
5. NEGLECTED EFFECTS
We have considered incompressible fluids, whereas astrophysi-
cal fluids are not completely incompressible. But compressible
MHDfluid motions can be decomposed into four different types
of waves: Alfve´n, fast, slow, and entropy. Our scalings are appli-
cable to the cascade of the Alfve´n waves, which are always
incompressible. The effects of compressiblity on the Alfve´nic
cascade can be neglected if the compressible waves (fast, slow,
and entropy) have little effect on the dynamics of theAlfve´nwaves.
Theoretical and numerical investigations have shown that, indeed,
theAlfve´nwaves usually evolve independently of the compressible
modes (Lithwick & Goldreich 2001; Maron & Goldreich 2001;
Cho & Lazarian 2003).
It has recently been argued that in balanced MHD turbulence,
the velocity and magnetic fields tend to align (‘‘dynamical align-
ment’’), and that this alignment can drastically modify the spec-
trum (Boldyrev 2005; Beresnyak & Lazarian 2006). Boldyrev
(2005) suggests that simulations of MHD turbulence that yield
spectra flatter thanKolmogorov support the alignment hypothesis.
But observations of solar wind turbulence show spectra that are
remarkably consistent with Kolmogorov (e.g., Horbury et al.
2005). So it is not clear whether the flat spectra seen in simu-
lations are due to dynamical alignment or whether they result
from the simulations’ limited dynamic range. Since dynamical
alignment is still not well understood even in the balanced case,
we neglect it for now.
APPENDIX
BACK-REACTION AND THE CORRELATION TIME OF THE NEGATIVE WAVES
Let þk  0k /VA denote the timescale over which wþk varies at fixed z0. Below we prove (1) that the correlation time of the negative
waves, at fixed z0, is corr;k  þk and (2) that 0k /k  þ/.
During the time interval þk  0k /VA, negativewaves cascade from transverse scales kmax to k.We approximate this cascade as taking
place in discrete steps of duration k  k/VA, in each of which k decreases by a constant factor of order unity. Thus kmax is related to
k by
Z kmax
k
dk
k
k  0k : ðA1Þ
If 0k increases with k, equation (A1) implies that
0k  kmax ; ðA2Þ
most of the cascade time is spent near scales kmax.
8 We thank M. Forman for pointing out this reference to us.
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The positivewaves encountered by negativewaves, at the same z0 and k but separated in time by þk, differ by w
þ
k /w
þ
k  0k /0k.9 Thus,
over each step of the cascade from kmax to k,
wk 
wþk
k
k
VA
wk 
0k
0k
wk ; ðA3Þ
where we have used þk  wþk k/VAk  1. Then the mean square fractional variation of wk accumulated during the entire cascade
amounts to 
wk
wk
2

Z kmax
k
dk
k

0k
0k
2
wk
wk
2
: ðA4Þ
Provided 0k/w

k increases with k,
wk=w

k  1: ðA5Þ
Although most of the cascade time is spent near kmax (see eq. [A2]), the accumulated change in wk comes from scales near k.
Moreover, since wk varies by order unity, at fixed z
0, during the time interval þk , the correlation time of the negative waves is
corr;k  þk  k=wk ; ðA6Þ
which proves item 1. To prove item 2, we note that
0k
k
 
þ
k
k
 w
þ
k
wk
 
þ

 1; ðA7Þ
where we have used equations (A6) and (14)Y(15).
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